FDR Student Work

**FDR Art**
- Sculpture
- Visual Journal
- Ceramics
- Drawing – Painting – Advanced Art
- Intro to Fashion and Advanced Fashion
- Studio Art – Project Directions
- Studio Art – Project Worksheets II
- Studio Art – Extra Credit
- Studio Art Project Worksheets I

**FDR AVID**
- AVID

**FDR Business**
- Business Law
- Career and Finance
- Intro to Business

**FDR English**
- Creative Writing
- DCC English 102
- English 9 15:1
- English 9
- English 9 Honors
- English 10
- English 10 Honors
- English 10 15:1
- ELA 11
- English 11H
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**English 12 AP it and Composition**

**English 12 Business Communication**

**English 12**

**Reading 9**

**Reading 10**

**FDR Health**

**Health**

**FDR IED**

**Intro to Engineering Design**

**FDR Library**

**Library**

**FDR LOTE**

**French 2**

**French 3**

**French 4/5**

**Spanish 2 and 4H**

**Spanish 3**

**Spanish 4H**

**Spanish 5AP**

**FDR Math**

**Pre-Algebra**

**Algebra 1 – Pelky**

**Algebra 1 AIS**

**Algebra 2**

**Intermediate Algebra**

**Pre-Calculus**

**Pre-Calculus Honors**

**Calculus**
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AP Calculus
AP Statistics
Geometry
Graphing Calculators
Modern Day Math

FDR Music
Concert Chorus
Mixed Chorus
Guitar
Music Theory
Piano 1
Symphonic Band and Wind Ensemble
Symphony Orchestra and Orchestra

FDR NYSESLAT
Entering Emerging
Expanding

FDR PE
PE

FDR Science
AP Biology
AP Chemistry Packet 1
AP Chemistry Packet 3
AP Chemistry
AP Environmental Science
AP Physics 1
AP Physics 2
Physics Regents – Fosler
Physics Regents – Swart
Chemistry Regents – Krajewski
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Chemistry Regents – Wheeler
Consumer Chemistry
Earth Science 15:1
Earth Science
Ecology
Forensics
Living Environment
Paleontology
AIS Science
Topics Physics – Fosler
Topics Physics - Swart

FDR Social Studies

US History and Government
AP US History
AP Euro
DCC Economics
Economics – Colomello
Economics – Mullen
Government – Colomello
Government – Mullen
Global 9
Global 10
Global History 10 Honors
Topics in Psychology
AP Psychology

FDR Tech

Graphics
Advanced Graphics
Graphic Communications
Advanced Woodworking
Wood Tech
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AP Computer Science
Architecture Residential Structures
Interior Design
PLTW
FDR Student Work